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The Drone solid steel cargo carrier mounts quickly and easily
into any 2” hitch receiver and supports up to 500 pounds
of even your bulkiest cargo. The powder coat finish repels
inclement weather and the reinforced steel mesh bottoms
allow for quick and easy clean up. Retro reflective decals add
extra nighttime visibility to the corners of the carrier.

Standard

Model:

BD-48203

Standard

Dimensions: 48” x 20” x 3”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Fold-Up

Model:

BD-48203-F

Model:

BD-48203-TO

Dimensions: 48” x 20” x 3”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:
Towing Limit:
3000 lbs.
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Model:

BD-60203

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 3”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Fold-Up

Dimensions: 48” x 20” x 3”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Towing

®

The Dreadnaught solid steel cargo carrier mounts quickly
and easily into any 2” hitch receiver and supports up to 500
pounds of even your bulkiest cargo. The powder coat finish
repels inclement weather and the reinforced steel mesh
bottoms allow for quick and easy clean up. Retro reflective
decals add extra nighttime visibility to the corners of the
carrier.

Model:

BD-60203-F

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 3”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Towing

Model:

BD-60203-TO

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 3”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:
Towing Limit:
3000 lbs.
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The Herbee solid steel cargo carrier mounts quickly and easily
into any 2” hitch receiver and supports up to 500 pounds of
even your bulkiest cargo. The 5 ½” railing holds your cargo
in firmly and securely while providing ample anchor points
for your own tie down straps and cargo nets. The powder
coat finish repels inclement weather and the reinforced
steel mesh bottoms allow for quick and easy clean up. Retro
reflective decals add extra nighttime visibility to the corners
of the carrier.

Standard

Model:

BD-48205

Standard

Dimensions: 48” x 20” x 5.5”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Fold-Up

Model:

BD-48205-F

Model:

BD-48205-TO

Dimensions: 48” x 20” x 5.5”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:
Towing Limit:
3000 lbs.
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Model:

BD-60205

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 5.5”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Fold-Up

Dimensions: 48” x 20” x 5.5”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Towing

®

The St. Bernard solid steel cargo carrier mounts quickly
and easily into any 2” hitch receiver and supports up to 500
pounds of even your bulkiest cargo. The 5 ½” railing holds
your cargo in firmly and securely while providing ample
anchor points for your own tie down straps and cargo
nets. The powder coat finish repels inclement weather and
the reinforced steel mesh bottoms allow for quick and easy
clean up. Retro reflective decals add extra nighttime visibility
to the corners of the carrier.

Model:

BD-60205-F

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 5.5”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Towing

Model:

BD-60205-TO

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 5.5”
500 lbs.
Weight Limit:
Towing Limit:
3000 lbs.
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The newest addition to our line of quality rimmed cargo
carriers, the Wasp mounts quickly and easily into any 2” hitch
receiver and supports up to 400 pounds of even your bulkiest
cargo. The Wasp is made of lightweight, stainless aluminum.
Retro reflective decals add extra nighttime visibility to the
corners of the carrier.

Standard

Model:

BD-60203-AL

®

The newest addition to our line of quality railed cargo
carriers, the Wolf mounts quickly and easily into any 2” hitch
receiver and supports up to 400 pounds of even your bulkiest
cargo. The Wolf is made of lightweight, stainless aluminum.
Retro reflective decals add extra nighttime visibility to the
corners of the carrier. the 5 ½” railing holds your cargo
firmly and securely in place while providing ample anchor
points for your own tie down straps and cargo nets.

Standard

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 3”
400 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Fold-Up

Model:

BD-60203-AL-F

Model: BD-60203-AL-TO
Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 3”
400 lbs.
Weight Limit:
Towing Limit:
3000 lbs.
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BD-60205-AL

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 5.5”
400 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Fold-Up

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 3”
400 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Towing

Model:

®

Model:

BD-60205-AL-F

Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 5.5”
400 lbs.
Weight Limit:

Towing

Model: BD-60205-AL-TO
Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 5.5”
400 lbs.
Weight Limit:
Towing Limit:
3000 lbs.
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Our aluminum motorcycle carriers are an excellent
lightweight alternative to steel and mount quickly and easily
into any 2” hitch receiver. Our quality stainless aluminum
will never rust. The BD-Single model can carry up to 400 lbs.
If you need to tow behind our motorcycle, the BD-SingleTO model can tow up to 3000 lbs. This is the ONLY aluminum
motorcycle carrier you can tow behind, only from B-Dawg.®

Single

Model:

BD-Single

Rail Width:
Rail Length:
Weight Limit:

Single Towing

Model:

Double

Model:
Rail Width:
Rail Length:
Weight Limit:

BD-Double
5.5”
77”
600 lbs.

BD-Single-TO

Rail Width:
Rail Length:
Weight Limit:
Towing Limit:
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5.5”
77”
400 lbs.
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Our aluminum motorcycle carriers are an excellent
lightweight alternative to steel and mount quickly and easily
into any 2” hitch receiver. Our quality stainless aluminum will
never rust. The BD-Double is able to haul two motorcycles at
once and can hold up to 600 lbs.

5.5”
77”
400 lbs.
3000 lbs.
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The solid steel mobility carrier mounts quickly and easy into
any 2” hitch receiver and supports up to 500 pounds for your
mobility scooter or wheelchair. The powder coat finish repels
inclement weather and the reinforced steel mesh bottoms
allow for quick and easy clean up. Retro reflective decals add
extra nighttime visibility to the corners of the carrier.

Standard

Model:

BD-MS

Standard

Ramp Length:
59”
Tray Size: 46.5” x 28” x 4”
Weight Limit:
500 lbs.

Model:

Model:

BD-Kart

Track Size:
8” x 71.5”
Between Tracks: 10” - 30”
Weight Limit:
400 lbs.

®

This adjustable hitch-mounted truck bed extender features
side wings that are able to adjust from 28” - 49” to allow you
to carry full sheets of plywood or dryall, as well as a hefty
350 lb. cargo distributed-load capacity. The Stinger works
both as a bed extender and as an SUV/van roof rack extender.

Stinger

®

The Aluminum Kart carrier mounts quickly and easily into
any 2” hitch receiver and supports up to 400 pounds for your
Go-Kart or ATV. Our quality stainless aluminum will never
rust and repels inclement weather. Retro reflective decals
add extra nighttime visibility to the corners of the carrier.

BD-BE

Length:
52”
Width: 29” - 49” Adjustable
Height: 17” - 26” Adjustable
350 lbs.
Weight Limit:
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